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*This document assumes that you have played the Tethered Tutorial 

which explains the game’s core principles in detail. 

Although you can use this manual as a beginners guide,  

we do recommend that you play the tutorial first. *  

Tethered © Copyright 2016-2017 Secret Sorcery Limited. All rights reserved. 

 

While the contents of this document were accurate at the time of writing, Secret 

Sorcery may periodically release updates to the game which may result in different 

runtime behaviour and outcomes. 

 

By using this guide, you accept total responsibility for the fate of the Peeps and 

agree that Secret Sorcery bears no responsibility for your performance  

(or lack thereof) as a Spirit Guardian. 

 

If you spot any inaccuracies or typos, would like to share your favourite Tethered 

strategies, or just want a digital hug, please email us at support@secretsorcery.com. 

We’d love to hear from you! 

 

Alternatively you can stay in touch via twitter (@secretsorcery) and Facebook 

(facebook.com/tetheredgame or facebook.com/secretsorcery) 

mailto:support@secretsorcery.com
http://www.facebook.com/tetheredgame
http://www.facebook.com/secretsorcery
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What’s It All About? 

The Land you helped shape aeons ago has met with disaster.  

Once a lush, magical world, the forces of entropy and chaos have shattered the very fabric of 

existence. All that remain are fragments; sterile islands adrift in an endless sky.  

Each precious island is isolated and alone, doomed to be consumed by the darkness. Already, 

creatures of chaos have begun to consume the essence of these lands, using the shield of night to 

crawl across their surface and wreak havoc. But there is hope; ‘Spirit Guardians’, custodians of 

order, each with the power to defeat this chaos, lie locked within each fragment of island.  

You have awoken from a millennia long slumber, and are charged with releasing these Spirit 

Guardians. Your powers are many, and your influence over the affable inhabitants of the islands, the 

‘Peeps’, is absolute; they worship you as a god.  

Guide the Peeps, nurture them and their civilisation. In turn they will help you; their industry and 

prayer releases ‘Spirit Energy’, and with enough Spirit Energy, you can fuel the release of the Spirit 

Guardians who can protect the islands, these shards of order, from the encroaching dark... 

The Levels 

Tethered is presented as a sequential 

series of thirteen 'levels'. Each level is a 

floating island, part of a magical 

archipelago adrift around a distant sun. 
To complete each level, you must release 

the Spirit Guardian trapped inside each 

island’s Totem.  

This is achieved by collecting a specific 

quantity of Spirit Energy as quickly as 

possible (although speed is not essential, 

the leaderboards are ranked on time 

taken to complete an island).  

On each island there are Artefacts that 

you must find in order to unlock the 

different building types. These remain 

unavailable until the required Spirit 

Energy threshold has been reached. The 

order in which Artefacts unlock varies 

per level, so pay attention to the loading 

screens! 

Islands are played sequentially; each is unlocked once you have 

successfully completed the previous one.  

Level  Number Island Name Spirit  Energy  

1 (tutorial) Mara Dubh 200 

2 Trisdara 320 

3 Buachail Beag 350 

4 Maol Udra 400 

5 Howecliffe 550 

6 Cruahelm 500 

7 Barra Beatha 500 

8 Duniria 500 

9 Leathan Brow 500 

10 Loch Drostollan 550 

11 Erran Coryn 550 

12 Bristir 600 

13 Ardcrag 600 

Levels List 
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Level End Ranking 

When you complete a level, you are awarded a rank based on your performance in four different 

areas.  These are –  

• Pastoral - The production and care of Peeps and buildings. Your score is marked up for 

Peeps hatched, buildings constructed and buildings upgraded and marked down for eggs 

that hatch into grubs, Peeps that die, and especially Peeps that succumb to Despair. 

• Spiritual  - The collection of Spirit Energy. Your score is marked up for Spirit Energy 

collected and Crystals gathered and marked down for Spirit Energy missed, and Peeps that 

suffer from stress. 

• Elemental - The use and manipulation of weather. Your score is marked up for weather 

uses, advanced weather created, rainbows used on Peeps and lightning used on Critters and 

marked down for unused  weather. Listen out for the increasingly urgent countdown sound! 

• Temporal – Speed of completing the level. 

Ranks can range from E to A. The thresholds for the rating is calculated by comparing your score in 

each category to those previously posted by other players. You will score an A if you’re in the top 

30% of scores posted, a B if you’re in the top 50%, a C if you’re in the top 70% and a D if in the top 

90%. Anything lower than that is an E. 

 

HINT… 

Getting an AAAA score is not easy. It’s not just about speed of completing a level – Sure, you 

need to be in the top tier to get an A rating in Temporal, but a very fast time will generally be 

at the expense of other scores! 
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Gamepad Controls 

Pad controls do not have a motion controller component. Your view on the world is limited to the 

various god-clouds that float around the outside of the island. Additionally, you select things in the 

world by looking at them. Neither of these factors are detrimental to play… in fact some people 

prefer this control mechanism, as there are less buttons to think about! 

 

DUALSHOCK®4 

 

 

PC Gamepad 
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Motion Controls 

If you are using Motion Controllers (PlayStation®Move, Oculus Touch or Vive) then you will be 

able to move your viewpoint anywhere in the world.  Thus, these controllers have extra movement 

buttons. Additionally, you select objects by pointing at them and clicking the relevant button to 

select/tether.  This mechanism for selection with Motion Controllers works like a laser pointer, 

which allows for a comfortable “shoot-from-the-hip” approach to interaction, and input control can 

be ambidextrously executed by pressing the “select/tether” button on the controller you wish to use 

as the primary one. To traverse using Motion Control, hold either of the “move viewpoint” buttons 

and move that controller up/down/left/right/back/forth, hold both “move viewpoint” buttons to 

rotate (like a wheel) and hold both move viewpoint buttons and push together/pull apart to change 

the scale. 

PlayStation®Move 
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Oculus Touch 

 

 

 

Vive 
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Tethering 

Tethering is the key game mechanic you use to interface with the world. Essentially tethering 

involves connecting two things together, instructing them to interact with each other. This 

instruction is context sensitive; the precise nature of the action depends on the type of objects 

Tethered together. 

The actions required to tether depends upon your controller type –  

With a motion controller - 

Point at a thing so it becomes highlighted → press and hold the select button →  Point at 

another thing so it too becomes highlighted → release button. 

With a pad controller - 

Look at a thing so it becomes highlighted → press and hold the select button →  Look at 

another thing so it too becomes highlighted → release button. 

Let’s break down these actions individually -  

1) Look at (or point at) a thing so it becomes highlighted 

Casting your gaze around the world. Things that can be tethered are highlighted when looked at (or 

pointed at).   

2) Press and hold the select button 

'Locks' the focus on the target object, this thing becomes the 'subject'.  

3) Look at (or point at) another thing so it too becomes highlighted 

Look around the world for another thing to tether your subject to. Valid tether targets are 

highlighted when you look at (or point at) them.  

4) Release button. 

Confirms the target, this is the 'object'. The Tether is actioned… The subject begins to interact with 

the object. In some cases, this may lead you into a game menu further refine the context of the 

action. 
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Gameplay Basics 

The goal of each island is to collect Spirit Energy, this comes from several sources  -  

• Collecting Crystals 

• Collecting the prayers of Peeps via temples  

• Harvesting the souls of Critters and Peeps 

• Converting resources into Spirit Energy. 

• Ambient resource deposits around the island periodically release small amounts 

• When a Peep completes a task aligned with their profession 

To get this Spirit Energy you need to look at the floating globes of energy and hold the absorb button, 

or touch it with your hand when using motion controllers.   

Peeps are the inhabitants of the island; they are also the primary mechanism through which you 

affect change in the world. 

You control Peeps by 'Tethering' them to things in the world. This gives them purpose, making them 

gather resources, construct buildings and fight Critters. 

Peeps are susceptible to the ’Disease of Despair’ which, when it its grip causes them to fling 

themselves from the edge of an island into the void. Despair is caused by a Peep having 'stress' for an 

extended period of time. 

Food is required to feed Peeps, the more Peeps you have, the more food you need. A lack of food 

causes stress. 

Three other resources, wood, ore and stone, can be collected by Peeps and used to construct 

buildings. Buildings have many functions including Peep augmentation, resource generation and 

conversion, defence against Critters and safe-havens such as taverns. 

As well as controlling Peeps you can also control the weather, which unleashes diverse powers 

including Peep movement, resource regeneration, Critter attack and world manipulation. 

Gameplay is divided up into two distinctive time frames; day and night. Each is played out one after 

another, and each takes a fixed amount of real time (four minutes per day cycle, three minutes per 

night cycle). There are two transition periods, dawn and dusk, that precede the day and night. These 

short periods serve as a warning that the cycle is about to change.  

During the day, the world is benign and you can focus on build your little kingdom of Peeps, 

collecting Spirit Energy, and, if you’re wise, building up defences for the oncoming night. 

At night, the Critters emerge from underneath the island.  Critters have a thirst for resources, but are 

not averse to eating Peeps. Each Critter needs to sate its appetite, and will either eat it's fill before 

returning to the underside of the island, or be destroyed by the Peeps under the player’s command.  

This day and night cycle of preparation, consolidation then conflict continues until either you have 

no Peeps left alive, or the required amount of Spirit Energy has been collected. The time of day can 

be obtained at any time by highlighting the Totem and pressing the “Information” button. 
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Collecting Spirit Energy 

Spirit Energy is raw life essence, the physical manifestation of magical power in the world of 

Tethered. 

Most of the time Spirit Energy is locked within physical objects, be that Critters,  Peeps or the very 

geology of the landscape. To collect Spirit Energy, you must first release it into the air. For living 

creatures this means they need to be killed, other sources need to be processed in a less bloody 

fashion. 

Sometimes the actions of Peeps will spontaneously manifest Spirit Energy into the air. This process 

is sped up by building temples. 

When released, Spirit Energy looks like glowing blue orbs, that slowly float up into the sky. 

By looking towards the floating Spirit Energy and holding down the ‘Absorb Spirit Energy’ button 

you will draw these orbs towards and eventually into yourself.  

Free floating Spirit Energy will decay and dissipate after 20 seconds. 

 

 

  

HINT… 

To receive a good score in the ‘Spiritual’ ranking make sure you collect all the Spirit Energy 

available and that none of it dissipates. 
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Exploring The Islands 

While each island is unique, they all share some common elements. 

Day and Night 

The world of Tethered is governed by the passage of Day and Night.   

During the day the world is benign, and you and your Peeps can go about your business building a 

small kingdom and collecting Spirit Energy.  

At night things get a little more perilous, as the darkness is the home of Critters, malevolent beasts 

that hibernate beneath the island during daylight hours.  Critters are hungry for resources and juicy 

Peep flesh… If you want to protect your hard work, your Peeps are going to have to fight. 

Day is four minutes long, night is three minutes long. 

Wild and Tamed Landscape 

When you first begin playing an island all the landscape is ‘wild’ – muted in colour, barren and 

overgrown.  Even the Totem is ruined and tangled in vegetation. 

As you collect Spirit Energy more and more of the landscape becomes tamed.   

Build spots and Artefacts can only be used when the landscape they sit on has become tamed, thus 

the number of buildings you can construct will increase as you gather Spirit Energy. 

The Totem 

Otherwise known as your Nexus, the 

Totem is the central focus for each level.  

When you start a level you will find the 

Totem overgrown and ruined. 

When your first Peep is hatched, you 

should tether them to the Totem to 

release it from this tangled thicket and 

begin taming the island. When you do 

this, you will notice that portions of the world become greener, lusher and 

more attractive. 

Look at or point at the Totem and press the information button for an 

overview of your kingdom, or tether Peeps here to promote them to 

Craftsmen or Heroes. 

This is also where Peeps bring Crystals so that they can be turned into 

Spirit Energy for the player to collect. 

  

Overgrown Totem 

Tamed Totem 
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Artefacts 

Each island contains five hidden Artefacts. 

Once uncovered, they teach your Peeps how to 

construct a specific type of building. Tether 

Peeps to Artefacts to gain the knowledge. 

Artefacts can only be read by Peeps when they 

sit on tamed landscape.  The order in which 

Artefacts become available is different for 

each level, thus you must adapt your strategy to local conditions. 

The Stores 

Each island has four stores, usually situated near the Totem. These domed areas 

are where your Peeps bring harvested resources. There is a store for each 
resource (food, wood, ore and stone). Look at or point at a store and press the 

information button to find out its stock level. Stores cannot be used until your 

Totem has been tamed. 

Each store has a maximum capacity of 99 units. You won’t need more than 

that… 

Build Spots 

A build spot is where your Peeps can be tethered to construct buildings. Build spots only appear on 

tamed landscape. Where the landscape is wild you can see where build spots are going to appear, but 
you cannot construct anything here. 

 

  

Wild Artefact Tamed Artefact 

Food Stores 

HINT… 

When choosing the type building to construct, consider where this build spot is in the 

landscape. Is it on the likely path of Critters? How far from the totem is it? (some buildings 

require peep to travel to the stores and back) and so on. Some buildings can happily be built 

out of the way, others benefit from being close to the Totem. 

 

Wild Build Spot - You cannot build here! Tamed Build Spot - Ready for Construction! 
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Crystals 

Crystals are a rich source of Spirit Energy, and come in two 

flavours, white or red. Red Crystals release much more Spirit 

Energy! Tether a Peep to a Crystal and they will travel to it, 

mine the Crystal then bring it back to the Totem where it is 

turned into Spirit Energy for the player to collect.  

Crystals only appear at specific locations around the map, 

some of which are very well hidden.  

Only a limited number of Crystals are visible at any one time. 

Blockages  

Large boulders often block hidden niches or dam sections of water. If 

you look carefully you can see that these carry a symbol of the Totem 
head. 

Blockages can be removed by zapping them with a Lighting Cloud. 

Leaf Bridges 

On some islands, you may notice impassable gaps with nothing but a large 

shrivelled leaf next to them. These are leaf bridges, and they will unfurl and 

bridge the gap when you tether a rain cloud to them. 

Once watered, these bridges will only remain useable for 105 seconds, and then 

will shrivel up to its original form (with 15 seconds remaining, the leaf bridge will 

flash, as it approaches full dryness you will hear a warning sound) . If you tether a 

rain cloud to a leaf before it dries up, the timer will be re-set. 

Water  

Water is usually impassable to Peeps, but it can be frozen by applying a snow 

cloud.   Frozen water can be crossed by Peeps, often creating useful shortcuts 

or giving access to isolated parts of the island. Beware though, water will only 

remain frozen for two minutes! 

 

 

Blockage 

Red Crystal White Crystal 

Shrivelled Leaf 

HINT… 

Blockages often hide secrets and treats. If you can spare the lightning cloud, it’s often 

worthwhile giving them a zap. 

HINT… 

Only use your Rain Clouds on leaf bridges if you really need to… Rain is a valuable commodity 

that may be best spent elsewhere. 

 

Frozen Water 
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Buildings  

Buildings can only be constructed on a build spot that sits on land that has become tame.  

Basic Buildings 

By tethering a Peep to a build spot, you can instruct them to construct one of five basic buildings. 

Each basic building costs a fixed amount of a resource. You can only construct the basic buildings 

after you have uncovered the corresponding Artefact. 

Basic buildings provide a cumulative bonus to your small kingdom. You can build multiple instances 

of each. 

 

Moot Hall Requires 
12 Stone 

For each moot hall in your 
kingdom you can promote 2 
Peeps into craftsmen. 

 

Barracks Requires 
12 Ore 

For each barracks in your 
kingdom you can promote 2 
Peeps into Heroes 

 

Workshop Requires 
12 Stone 

For each workshop in your 
kingdom, your Peeps will perform 
tasks 25% faster. 

 

 

Temple Requires 
12 Wood 

For each temple in your kingdom, 
a unit of additional Spirit Energy 
is created when a Peep sends you 
a positive prayer. 

 

Field Requires 
12 Wood 

Fields are a source of food which 
can be harvested by Peeps. 
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Advanced Buildings 

Each of the basic buildings can be upgraded to an advanced building. Advanced buildings provide 

you with numerous specialist functions, in addition to giving you the bonus of a basic building.  

To upgrade a building tether a Peep to it.   This will bring up a menu where you can choose the type 

of upgrade you would like. There are three possible upgrades for each building type. Each costs a 

large amount of resources. Multiple Peeps will complete upgrades faster! 

Barracks Upgrades 

 

 

Watchtower 12 Wood  

4 Stone  

8 Ore 

A watchtower requires a Peep to 
operate it. When in action the 
watchtower automatically shoots rocks 
at any Critter nearby.  Each shot costs 5 
stone, so manage your resources 
carefully. 

 

Pyromancer 12 Wood 

4 Stone  

8 Ore 

A Peep tethered to a pyromancer will 
be armed with three grenades at the 
cost of 5 ore resources. When a Critter 
moves close to a Peep armed with 
grenades, the Peep will stop what they 
are doing, and toss one of the explosive 
orbs at the Critter. You can recognise 
Peeps carrying grenades by the fizzing 
fuse in their back pocket. 

 

Armourer 4 Wood 

8 Stone  

12 Ore 

Tether a Peep to the armourer to give 
the Peep additional protection against 
Critter attack at the cost of 5 ore 
resources.  Armoured Peeps are 
Orange. 

 

HINT… 

The order in which Artefacts become tame is different for each level, thus the order in which 
you can construct basic buildings will change. You will need to adapt your strategies to deal 

with this. 
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Moot Hall Upgrades  

 

 

Tavern 12 Wood 

4 Stone 

8 Ore 

The tavern is a cure for stress and injuries. 
Tether a Peep here and, after spending a 
while carousing, they will emerge fully 
healed and stress free. Taverns can even be 
used to cure hunger. Be careful though, if a 
Peep visits a tavern more than four times 
they may develop the ‘needs a drink’ stress, 
requiring further visits to the Tavern! 

 

 

Clog 
Maker 

12 Wood 

8 Stone 

4 Ore 

Tether a Peep to the clog maker, and in 
exchange for 5 wood, their movement speed 
will increase for three minutes. 

 

 

Hatchery 8 Wood 

12 Stone 

4 Ore 

An empty hatchery will catch the next Peep 
egg that falls. This will only hatch when you 
tether lightning to the building.  At this 
point the egg hatches into a powerful 
‘FrankenPeep’.  

 

 

Field Upgrades  

 

Pumpkin 
Patch 

12 Wood 

8 Stone 

4 Ore 

Unlike normal food, pumpkins will 
grow on their own during the night, 
and don’t need sunshine. 
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Potato 
Field 

12 Wood 

4 Stone 

8 Ore 

Potato fields produce much more 
food when harvested. 

 

 

Poppy 
Field 

4 Wood 

8 Stone 

12 Ore 

Poppy fields are irresistible to 
Critters.  They will feed from a poppy 
field over everything else. 

 

 

Workshop Upgrades  

 

 

Cloudbuster 4 Stone 

8 Wood 

12 Ore 

The cloudbuster needs a Peep 
operating it to work. You can tether a 
weather cloud to the cloudbuster and 
store it for future use – it won’t time 
out. 

 

 

Alchemist 12 Wood  

4 Stone 

8 Ore 

When you tether a Peep to the 
alchemist they will head to the stores 
and collect 5 units of your most 
common resource, and turn it into 5 
units of your most scarce resource. As 
these resources must be carried 
backwards and forwards, placing them 
close to your stores will speed things 
along. 

 

 

Blacksmith 4 Wood  

12 Stone 

8 Ore 

A Peep tethered to the blacksmith will 
get equipped with sharpened tools at 
the cost of 10 stone. This will improve 
their work rate and the damage they 
inflict in a fight. Sharpened tools will 
lose their edge after they have been 
used for the 20th time. 
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Temple Upgrades  

 

 

Holy Beacon 12 Wood 

8 Stone  

4 Ore 

Tether a Peep to the holy beacon to ignite 
it. When lit it will burn 1 unit of wood from 
your stores every ten seconds. A lit beacon 
will cause any Critters in its glow to 
radiate Spirit Energy. 

 

 

Martyr’s Hall 4 Wood 

8 Stone  

12 Ore 

Tether Peeps to the martyr’s mall to turn 
them into martyrs. Martyrs can be directly 
sacrificed to Critters, or you can tether 
them back to the martyr’s hall to stand on 
the sacrificial plinths. There is room for 
four martyrs at any time. Strike the 
martyr’s hall with lighting for a sacrificial 
Spirit Energy bonus. 

 

 

Sacred Altar *Special Tether Peeps to a sacred altar to bring the 
chosen resource from the stores and pile it 
into the altar. Each altar can hold up to 60 
units of given resource. Strike the altar 
with lightning to turn the resource into 
Spirit Energy. 

 

*Requirement depends upon the resource 
to be sacrificed – 15 each of the two 
resources not going to be sacrificed. 
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Peeps 

Creating Peeps 

Peeps hatch from eggs.  

During the day, eggs fall from the sky at regular intervals. The more Peeps you 

have in your world, the longer this interval. 

No eggs fall during the night. 

Good eggs are blue coloured, bad eggs are brown. Blue eggs will hatch into 

new Peeps, brown eggs will hatch into grubs. Grubs are only useful as a tasty 

Peep snack. 

If you have less than two Peeps in the world, your eggs will never turn brown! 

Newly fallen eggs begin blue, but quickly turn brown. Thus, if left alone, they 

will hatch into grubs.  

Applying a sunhine cloud to an egg will speed hatching. This does not affect 

the colour of the egg. 

You can turn brown eggs blue by tethering a Peep to them. The Peep will sit 

on the egg and incubate it until it hatches into another Peep. 

Your hatched Peep is ready to get to work straight away. Tether it to 

something useful! 

 

 

Hatching. 

  

Good Egg 

Bad Egg 
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Prayers and Stress  

Peeps will often pray to you, shown as a small icon above their head. Most prayer icons are coloured 
by severity. Blue is benign Yellow is mild, Orange is bad, Red is really bad, flashing Red shows 
imminent catastrophe! Prayers will always hang in your peripheral vision, helping you to spot 
potential problems. 
 

Each icon has its own meaning –  

 

Task Blocked This prayer card is shown when a Peep, for 
whatever reason, cannot reach the location you 
have tethered them to! 

 

Task complete When a Peep has completed a task that will not 
be repeated, they will send you this prayer to let 
you know they need new instructions. 

 

Hatched A prayer sent to let you know they have just 
hatched from an egg. 

 

Purposelessness A Peep with nothing to do will fall into 
purposelessness. This will lead to Despair! 

 

Hunger A Peep needs to eat every 60 seconds. If there is 
no food in the store, they will send you a hunger 
prayer. Hungry Peeps will eventually fall into 
Despair. 

 

Injury Peeps are going to get hurt when attacked by 
Critters, and this prayer shows how hurt they 
are.  

 

Needs a drink If a Peep has visited the tavern more than four 
times, they will occasionally send you this 
prayer. The only way to get rid of it is with a 
rainbow, or to send them back to the tavern for 
a nice cold pint. 

 

Out of resource If a Peep is given a task that requires a resource 
(e.g. shooting from the watchtower, visiting the 
blacksmith etc.) and the stores for that resource 
are empty they will send you this prayer. 
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Despair  

If a Peep falls into Despair they will no longer listen to any of 

your instructions. Additionally, they will wander to the edge of 

the island where they will fling themselves into the void. This 

is bad. Despair can ONLY be cured by tethering a rainbow to 

them.  

Failing this you might want to consider tethering a lighting 

cloud to a Peep in Despair. This won’t help, in fact it will kill 

them, but at least you can harvest the tasty Spirit Energy they 
release… Nom nom, bad Spirit Guardian! 

The best way to deal with Despair is not to let them get into 

that state in the first place! Deal with stresses as soon as they 

arise and you will be fine. 

 

 

Injured and Dead Peeps 

Peeps receive injuries when they fight Critters. The severity of injury is 

reflected in the colour of the injury prayer they are showing. If the 
prayer is flashing red, then they are very near death. 

When a Peep dies, their spirit rises from the corpse, drifting up into the 

air before dispersing into a cloud of Spirit Energy. Every Cloud has a 

silver lining. 

Injured Peeps heal themselves over time, but they can also be fixed-up 

with a visit to the tavern or application of a rainbow. 

 

  

HINT… 

Despair is not inevitable. You can finish a level without any peeps falling victim to it.  

 

HINT… 

Dead Peeps are a valuable source of Spirit Energy. Don’t be afraid about sacrificing your flock 
for the greater good. Their reward is in the afterlife, yours is on the leaderboards…  

 

A Peep Soul 
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Promoting Peeps 

All Peeps can undertake all the tasks you set them. By constructing certain buildings, you can 

promote some of your Peeps to specialist roles.  When promoted, the Peeps are more efficient at 

collecting the resources; they waste less whilst harvesting more. 

e.g.  For every unit of food on the field, a farmer is able to extract a higher yield to take to the stores 

than any of the other Peeps types.  

Tether a Peep to the Totem to choose an eligible promotion. 

For each moot hall you have built, you can promote two Peeps to one of the five craftsmen 

professions –  

 

 

Farmer As their name suggests, farmers are good at gathering food.  
Each time they harvest food, they bring 1.5 times more than 
regular Peeps back to the stores. 

 

 

Prospector A prospector is an expert in extracting Spirit Energy from 
Crystals.  They will obtain twice as much Spirit Energy from a 
Crystal as a regular Peep. Red Crystals are especially lucrative 
in the hands of a prospector.  

 

Miner Miners are better at gathering ore resource than other Peeps. 
Each trip to an ore lode returns twice the resources of a 
normal Peep. 

 

 

Quarryman Quarrymen are experts in extracting stone resource. Each trip 
they will return twice as much stone to the stores than a 
regular Peep. 
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Woodsman A woodman is skilled a chopping down trees. As a lumberjack, 
they’re okay, sleeping all night and working all day. They 
deliver twice as much wood to the stores than regular Peeps. 

 

 

For each barracks built you can promote two Peeps to Heroes. 

 

Hero Heroes are expert fighters, tougher and stronger 
than other Peeps. They can endure twice as much 
damage than regular Peeps! They also hit harder. 

 

 

Once you have constructed a martyr’s hall you can tether Peeps here to turn them into martyrs. 

 

Martyr A martyr is a special profession where the Peep 
has prepared themselves to die in your name… 
Once created you can use your martyr in two 
ways. The first is to tether them to Critters. The 
martyr will sacrifice itself to the Critter and 
release a large amount of Spirit Energy. You can 
also tether a martyr to the martyr’s hall where 
they will take a place on the temple’s plinth. The 
hall can hold up to four martyrs, and they will all 
be sacrificed if you zap the building with a 
lightning cloud. 

 

If you build the hatchery,  you can unleash the powerful FrankenPeep… 

 

FrankenPeep The FrankenPeep is a Peep hatched from an egg 
infused with the finest ale available to Peep kind. 
This special brew arms the FrankenPeep with 
super-strength and super-speed. Use with care 
however, a FrankenPeep  lives for only three short 
minutes! Put them to good use. 
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Weather 

Basic Weather 

Weather clouds are an important part of Tethered gameplay. They appear at regular intervals in the 

sky in a randomised sequence. There can never be more than two basic clouds in the sky (unless you 

have built a cloudbuster) and each can be tethered to a variety of things on your island including 

Peeps,   Critters and resources. 

 

 

Sunshine Tethered to Peeps –  Sunshine will arm a Peep 
with a single grenade. See the description of the 
pyromancer building for details. 

Tethered to resources – Sunshine will 
replenish 50% of a field (100% if upgraded). 

Tethered to Critters -  This will cause the 
Critter to radiate Spirit Energy for a while. 

 

 

Rain Tethered to Peeps – This will speed up the Peep 
for a 30 seconds. 

Tethered to resources – Rain will replenish 
25% of a wood resource (100% if upgraded).  

Tethered to Critters - Tethering rain to a Critter 
will randomly change its colour. Thus changing 
the resource it wants to eat. 

 

 

Snow Tethered to Peeps – A snow cloud on a Peep 
will give it a layer of icy armour, providing 
additional resilience to Critter attack. 

Tethered to resources– Snow will replenish 
25% of stone resources (100% if upgraded). 

Tethered to Critters–  A snow cloud will freeze 
a Critter for a short time, preventing it from 
moving or attacking. 

 

 

Zephyr Tethered to Peeps – Zephyr’s will fly Peeps to 
their destination. Useful for travelling to 
inaccessible locations (just make sure they don’t 
get stranded!). 

Tethered to resources – A Zephyr will 
replenish 25% of ore resources (100% if 
upgraded). 

Tethered to Critters–  A zephyr will slow down 
a Critter’s movement for a short time. 
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Advanced Weather 

You can also create advanced weather by combining two basic weather clouds together. 

Combining a sunshine cloud with one other weather cloud will create a rainbow. 

Combining two clouds when neither are sunshine clouds will create lightning. 

 

 

Rainbow Tethered to Peeps – Rainbows are the only thing 
that will remove Despair from a Peep. It will also 
remove all injury and stresses at the same time. 

Tethered to resources – Rainbows will partially 
replenish any resource, including mushroom 
patches. 

Tethered to Critters – A rainbow will turn a 
Critter into a harmless (but tasty) grub. 

 

 

Lightning Tethered to Peeps – BOOM! 

Tethered to resources – BOOM! 

Tethered to Critters – BOOM!  

Tethered to blockages – BOOM!  

Tethered to buildings – (Activate and) 
Downgrade 
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Food 

Peeps need to eat regularly or they will begin to suffer from the ‘Hunger’ stress, which will 

eventually lead to Despair. When a Peep wants to eat, they automagically take food from the stores, 

located near the Totem on each level. When the food store is empty, Peeps will start to go hungry. A 

Peep’s hunger will increase in severity until more food is deposited in the stores, they’re tethered to 

a food source or they’re sent to a tavern. 

Food can be obtained in several ways –  

 

‘Shrooms Every island is home to at least one mushroom 
patch. A Peep tethered to a mushroom patch will 
start harvesting it, and bring mushrooms back to 
the stores. Each delivered mushroom is worth 4 
units of food. Mushroom patches will regrow 
over time, but can also be replenished with a 
rainbow cloud. 

 

 

Fields Fields can be constructed on build spots to 
provide a steady stream of food. Tether a Peep to 
a field and they will move to it, spend a little time 
harvesting, then take the food back to the stores. 
Each trip back to the stores with an ordinary 
Peep will yield 3 units of food. Unlike mushroom 
patches, fields will not replenish of their own 
accord, and need sunshine or rainbow clouds to 
regrow the crops. Fields can be upgraded to 
specialist food sources.  

 

 

Grubs When bad eggs hatch, they release an ugly little 
grub. If you tether a Peep to a grub, they will try 
and smash its brains out with a club. Dead grubs 
provide 5 units of food! 

 

 

  

HINT… 

Keep Peeps fed! Your first strategy on any island is to ensure that your Peeps always have food 

available. Be careful when increasing your population, avoid the Malthusian Trap!   
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Resources 

Resources are raw materials found on your islands that can be collected by your Peeps and used to 

improve your infrastructure. There are three resources in Tethered  

 

 

Harvested from 

 

Wood 
 

Copse 

 

 

Harvested from 

 

Ore  Lode 

 

Harvested from 

 

 

Stone  Outcrop 

 

Every island has at least one source of each resource, along with stores to hold them (usually found 

near the Totem).  

Tether a Peep to a source and they will begin collecting the resources and delivering them back to 

the stores. They will continue doing this until a resource is exhausted, or the Peep is interrupted by a 
Critter. Regular Peeps will carry five units of a resource from the source to the stores. Craftsmen 

Peeps are able to extract a higher yield, from the same amount of resource.  
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Each resource can only be worked 12 times before it is exhausted. However, resources will replenish 

themselves over time (five minutes after they have been harvested). Resources can be partially 

replenished by tethering appropriate weather clouds to them. 

Resources can also be upgraded. Rather than releasing the select/tether button immediately, keep it  

held down until the icon changes (to indicate upgrade), then release it. More Peeps will complete the 

upgrade faster! 

 

 

10 Stone + 10 Ore 

Upgrades to 

 

Copse  Plantation 

 

10 Wood + 10 Stone 

Upgrades to 

 

Lode  Mine 

 

10 Wood + 10 Ore 

Upgrades to 

 

 

Outcrop  Quarry 

An upgraded resource is totally replenished each time you tether the appropriate cloud to it.  

HINT… 

Pay close attention to the accessibility of each resource and the distance between the source 
and stores, you want to keep a steady supply of resources to build an efficient kingdom. 
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Critters 

When night falls on the island, Critters emerge from its underside, bent on feeding from the rich 

resources across the surface. Critters are particularly aggressive and will attack any Peep that is 

close to them 

Critters come in four different varieties, each hungry for a specific resource –  

 

Critters. Grrr! 

Generally, Critters will head from their entry point towards the closest resource of their desired 

flavour.  

If not stopped they will graze on the resource for a while, until sated, then head back to the nearest 

exit point. 

If at any point along this journey they encounter a Peep, they will attack, and the Peep will be forced 

to defend themselves. Peeps in combat will drop anything they happen to be carrying. They can be 

tethered away from the Critter, but if you do not intervene, this is a fight to the death! 

Critters come in three sizes. The bigger the Critter, the tougher it will be to fight. Also the larger 

Critters need to eat more resources in order to be sated. 

You have several ways of combatting Critters –  

• Ordering Peeps to fight 

• Shooting them with a watchtower 

• Zapping them with lightning 

• Zapping them with a rainbow 

• Sacrificing a martyr 

Critters are a fine source of Spirit Energy, releasing a quantity of it upon death. The amount released 

depends upon the Critter’s size -  

• Small Critters  - Reward 5 Spirit Energy 

• Medium Critters  - Reward 10 Spirit Energy  

• Large Critters  - Reward 20 Spirit Energy 
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- That’s it! – 
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